Severe amitriptyline overdose: relationship between toxicokinetics and toxicodynamics.
The clinical features and toxicokinetics of amitriptyline were studied in nine patients with severe amitriptyline poisoning. Amitriptyline and amitriptyline metabolites were studied in plasma, red blood cells, and cerebral spinal fluid. Eight patients were intubated and six required assisted ventilation. Two patients had ventricular arrhythmias, three patients convulsions and two were hypotensive. All complications developed within four hours of admission. Early in the course of the intoxication the QRS duration correlated with plasma, unbound and red blood cell nortriptyline concentration. The QRS duration also correlated with unbound but not the plasma amitriptyline concentration. The level of consciousness correlated with the plasma and unbound amitriptyline both in alpha and beta phase and with red blood cell amitriptyline in alpha phase. There was no correlation between nortriptyline concentration and level of consciousness. No correlation between coma grade or QRS duration and cerebral spinal fluid concentration of amitriptyline was found. There was no correlation between any hydroxymetabolite in blood or cerebral spinal fluid and QRS duration or coma grade. The beta half-life for amitriptyline was shorter for two patients with high concentrations of hydroxymetabolites. Although intubated, neither patient required assisted ventilation or developed complications. Because of the wide range of concentrations of amitriptyline and amitriptyline metabolites observed between individuals, it is not possible to predict outcome based on a single tricyclic antidepressant concentration.